
It’s no secret that the past several years have been especially challenging for Small and Medium Sized 
Businesses (SMBs). The COVID-19 pandemic, supply chain issues, labor shortages, and rising inflation 

and interest rates have left SMBs searching for new ways to run their business more efficiently and 

cost-effectively while increasing their resilience against economic volatility and unexpected challenges. 



Although it has been around for more than a decade, Desktop as a Service (DaaS) is now gaining significant 
traction as SMBs discover its proven flexibility, security, scalability and cost-saving advantages. By increasing 
operational efficiency, improving reliability, and boosting end-user productivity, DaaS enables SMB leaders 
to focus on business growth instead of dealing with IT headaches and security concerns.  



Given these attractive benefits, it’s not surprising that the global DaaS market is projected to grow 

to $29.82 billion US by 2030,1 fueled in large part by widespread adoption by SMBs. 

 


What is Desktop-as-a Service?

 

DaaS is a  that delivers virtual desktops to end-users over the Internet — on any device 

— via a per-user, pay-as-you-go subscription model. The virtual desktops, complete with operating 
systems, applications, and business file access, run in a secure and scalable hosted infrastructure 
managed by a cloud provider. That way, SMBs don’t  have to worry about physical hardware constraints 

or the hassle of installing and managing an operating system and applications on every employee device.



The virtual desktops run in virtual machines on servers hosted in the cloud provider’s data center 
alongside storage and network resources. The cloud provider handles all backend management, 

including security, backups, updates, maintenance, and data storage, so the SMB can focus on running  

its core operations and driving business growth.



This paper discusses the specific benefits that make DaaS a smart strategic choice for SMBs looking 

to optimize their IT infrastructure, boost security, flexibility, and productivity, and support business growth.  
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DaaS also makes it simple to accommodate users with different computing needs. If a particular 

user needs more RAM to work productively, the DaaS provider can make that adjustment 

on demand. There’s no need to take apart computers and disrupt business operations to boost 

that individual’s processing power and performance. It’s all done on the DaaS provider’s end. 



Paving the Way Forward for SMBs

 

With remote work and hybrid work models here to stay, DaaS provides 

an opportunity for SMBs to increase employee productivity and flexibility 

while achieving new levels of cost-efficiency, security, and scalability. 

The right DaaS solution can help SMBs gain a strong competitive 

advantage and accelerate business growth for new levels of success. 



About Infinitely Virtual

 

Infinitely Virtual (IV) is the most comprehensive and customer-focused cloud provider for Small and Medium 

Sized Businesses (SMBs). Since 2007, we’ve been helping SMBs solve real business challenges with solutions 

and services that leverage our revolutionary Enterprise Virtualization Environment (E.V.E.) When you work with IV, 
you get a dedicated team of virtualization experts whose sole responsibility is to help you achieve your goals with 
an efficient, cost-effective cloud solution tailored to your business, application, user, and data requirements. 










IV offers a  solution designed specifically for SMBs. IV DaaS is a cloud hosting service 
that delivers virtual desktops to end-users via the Internet—on any device—for a seamless experience and greater 
flexibility, security, scalability and cost savings.



With IV DaaS, it’s easier than ever for your SMB to switch to virtual desktops with user profiles, applications, 

and data that follow end-users regardless of where they’re working, what device they’re using, or what network 
they’re on. Your virtual desktops run in IV’s best-in-class, E.V.E. cloud environment. Because the IV cloud hosting 
infrastructure provides optimal availability, performance, and security, you can focus on serving customers 

and growing your business while we take care of your end-user’s IT requirements.
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